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invention relates to a solid state imaging device using a semiconductor memory as a signal memory and, more particularly, to a
solid state imaging device with a high sensitivity wherein the total length of a line is minimized to increase the number of pixels.
As the memory for a signal storage device in solid state imaging devices, there are known an MOS-type image sensor, a charge-
coupled device (CCD), a junction type image sensor, and others. Recently, the junction type image sensor has been used. As a
recording method of a signal output from such an image sensor, a voltage level corresponding to an incident light quantity is
stored in a memory and the stored voltage is read out at predetermined timing. According to the MOS-type image sensor, a
selective reading out of a predetermined memory is conducted at predetermined time intervals. According to the CCD, a

selective scanning of a predetermined memory line and a selective reading out of a predetermined memory line are conducted at
predetermined time intervals. Recently, a charge accumulation image sensor with an accumulation type electron-hole (EH)

converting element has been developed. In this image sensor, electric charge generated by photoelectric conversion is
accumulated for a predetermined period in the EH converting element and the accumulated charge is read out. The

accumulation type electron-hole converting element is characterized in that it can be used with a low voltage and is also superior
in terms of space charge retention efficiency. Therefore, this element is expected to be used for a solid state imaging device
with low power consumption. In the accumulation type electron-hole converting element, the accumulated charge is read out
after the accumulation is completed. Therefore, electric current flows into a vertical register at the time of read-out, whereby

the stored charge is drained. The read-out time also depends on the accumulated charge. Namely, the minimum read-out time is
determined by the amount of electric charge which can be stored in the element. In the case of a general EH converting element,

it is about 1.mu.s per one pixel. If the minimum read-out time per one pixel is shortened to reduce the read-out time, the
sensitivity of the device is increased. There is a possibility, however, that the amount of
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